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Countdown 10 weeks course 3 math answers

Countdown Countdown: 20 Weeks Course 3 • Countdown 171 Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. DATE 2 39 _ 76 _ 9 26 _ inch 33 _9 inches 10 _2 inches 3 _7 inch SCORE Ruler 39 _ inch 50 _4 inch 10 5 76 _ inch 99 _1 inch PERIOD _ 48 ft2 36 ft2 4 ft2 2.5 ft2 24 ft2 16 ft2 14 5. 4. Thursday
Saturday Friday Friday Friday friday day Monday Thursday 1 2 3 4 5 7 8x 25 19 _ acre 25 _1 acre 3 13 _ acre 100.5% of an acre 1 4 hectares _ 1 20% of an acre 0.65 acre Abdul Teachers y On the actual test, you may be asked to drag the days to a bin. In this book you will be asked to write every day in the space provided. Think Smart for SBAC 0.55 acre
Abdul Mowed More 33.3% of an acre Sunday 0767 acre 1 acre 5 _1 acre 2 _1 acre 3 __6 acres Veronica 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0 Student-Teacher Ratio Saturday Thursday Thursday Tuesday Monday Monday Countdown Course 3 • Countdown • 20 Weeks Abdul Part B: Who won the contest? Tuesday Friday Sunday Veronica mowed several Sunday
Tuesday Monday Part A: Sort the days in the trash of the person who cut larger area that day. Veronica and Abdul have a competition to see who can mow the larger area of lawn over the course of a week. The table shows the amount each person is cut on each day. 8.NS.1 10:1, or 10 students for every 1 teacher; It's the slope of the line. Part B: What is
the device speed? How is it represented in the graph? Part A: Graph a line that represents this scenario. A school has a 20:2 student-teacher ratio. 8.EE.5 11/23/14 5:17 PM 013-014_SBAC_A_C3_CD20_793945.indd 14 13 On the actual test, you may be asked to click on all the correct answer selections. In this book you will be asked to shade a box next to
each correct answer selection. Think Smart for SBAC Course 3 • Countdown • 20 weeks A company makes square poster frames whose pages are integer lengths. Select all the areas that meet this requirement. 8.EE.2 Sample answer: 6.28 feet Approximate length: Because π is an irrational number, it is a nonrepeating, non-indeterminate number and
cannot be measured accurately. Explanation: A teacher wants to demonstrate π to her students, so she plans to cut a piece of wood exactly 2π meters in length and show it to them. Explain why she can't do it. So give an approximation to how long the piece of wood should be. 8.NS.2 __ The repeated decimal place 0,78 shall be equal to 99 = 33 . The ruler
widths 50, 99, 2 1 7, and 9 are all smaller than that. So more than half of the rulers 3 2 are too small, and the project manager must call someone to repair the machine. 78 _ 26 _ A supplier makes rulers that are supposed to be at least 0.78 inches wide. But the machine that makes the rulers has had problems. The table shows an example of eight rulers and
their widths. A supervisor informs that if at least of the samples is less the desired width, he will call someone to fix the machine. Explain if he needs to call. Convert 0.78 to a simplified fraction in your answer. 8.NS.1 013-014_SBAC_A_C3_CD20_793945.indd 13 3. 2. 1. Countdown: 20 Weeks NAME Number of Students Copyright © The McGraw-Hill
Companies, Inc. Permission is given to reproduce to the classroom 11/23/14 5:17 Countdown: 20 weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 172 Course 3 • Countdown period 3 • Countdown • 19 weeks no. Because the frame is a square, the sides must be the same length. The___ area A = s2 =
29. So the page length should be equal to √ 29 ≈ 5,385 inches. This does not fall between 5.25 and 5.35, so the owner is wrong. A square picture frame encloses an area of 29 square inch. Its owner claims that the frame sides are between 5.25 and 5.35 inches long. Is the owner correct? Why or why not? 8.NS.2 The equation is simplified to 5 + 6y = 5 + 6y
or 5 = 5, which has an infinite number of resolutions. So Sherron would get an error message. Part B: Sherron enters the equation 5 + 6y = 9y + 2 + 3(1 – y). What is the result and why? 11/23/14 5:17 PM 15 On the actual test, you may be asked to click on all the correct answer choices. In this book you will be asked to shade a box next to each correct
answer selection. Part A: When Sherron enters the equation 4x + 3 = 4(1 + x) + 1, she receives an error message. Explain why. The equation is simplified to 4x + 3 = 4x + 5 or 3 = 5, which has no solution. Sherron gets a bug. SCORE Think Smart to SBAC Sherron writes a computer program that solves linear equations and displays a numerical answer to
the solution. 8.EE.7, 8.EE.7a (4.12 yd)3 1,000 m3 9 ft3 1.5 ft3 33 cm3 8 in3 A company sells only goods that are in the form of cubes. Select all the quantities of cubes with rational number of page lengths. 8.NS.1 DATE Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission is granted to reproduce to the Classroom Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education.
Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 015-016_SBAC_A_C3_CD19_793945.indd 15 3. 2. 1. Countdown: 19 weeks NAME 27 = x x3 = 8 x = 9 0.343 = x3 216 = x3 x3 = 0.125 100 = x3 1 2 3 4 6 8 9 10 On the actual test, you may be asked to click the button to plot a point on the number line. In this book, you will be asked to drag the
point on the number line. Think Smart for SBAC Course 3 • Countdown • 19 weeks of test response: Because π is irrational, a π of π is also irrational. So 2.5 π is irrational. Irrational numbers never terminate or repeat, so they cannot be accurately illustrated. The distance from the original location to the final location is 2.5 1d ≈ 7.85 yd. Part B: Explain why
you can't accurately illustrate the distance. Then give the distance rounded to the nearest hundredth. 0 Part A: On the number line a point representing the distance from the ball's original position of 0 to its final position. Each increase on the number line represents 1 yard. A ball rolls in a straight line about 3π yards before stopping. Then someone kicks it
back 0.5d yards. 8.NS.2 3 x3 = 16 3 x3 = 64 A cargo ship has a stack of shipping containers. The stack is x containers wide, x containers long, and x containers high. Circle all the equations that could represent the total number of containers on the ship. 8.EE.2 015-016_SBAC_A_C3_CD19_793945.indd 16 16 5. 4. 11/23/14 5:17 Countdown: 19 Weeks
course 3 • Countdown 173 2. 1. DATE __ Rational irrational period x=9 x=8 x=5 x=4 x=2 x=1 _1 SCORE Course 3 • Countdown • 18 weeks Enrique says that the value of √x is a rational number for any positive, nonzero integer value of x. Select all the x values that can be used as counterext wants to show that Enrique's assumptions are false. 8.NS.1 __
irrational and its exact decimal value cannot be written. Part B: The diagonal of a rectangular rug is 6√3 metres long. Rate the length of the diagonal to the nearest tenth of a foot. Then explain why you can only estimate the length, not find its exact value. __ 10,4 ft; Example answer: √3 corresponds to__a to decimal that neither ends nor repeats, so 6√3 the
net change in Patrick's stock is -$11. The vat on a purchase was 6.25%. A bottle contains 0.6 kilolitres of water. A circumference of a circular picture frame is 5π, or 15.7079632..., inches. Part A: Choose whether the number in each situation is rational or irrational. Imani analyzes numbers. 8.NS.1, 8.NS.2 Countdown: 18 weeks NAME 017-
018_SBAC_A_C3_CD18_793945.indd 17 Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 18 5. 4. 3. . Jackson Augusta Cheyenne 39 Augusta, Maine 3 38 is about 27 times the population of False 7.5 C ___ D 8 ___ Coordinate point D is greater than √63 . The coordinates of point C are less than √60 . ___
The value of √50 is between point A and point B. B On the actual test you may be prompted to click the appropriate field for each sentence. In this book you will be asked to shade in the boxes instead. 3 Countdown Course 3 • Countdown • 18 weeks $9.00 miles 3 + 2m = 1.5 + 2.5m Cost for this number of miles: 3m = Equation: City Cab Company charges
$3.00 per trip plus $2.00 per mile traveled. Metro Cab Company charges $1.50 per ride plus $2.50 per mile traveled. Write an equation to find m, the number of miles for which the total cost is the same for both taxi companies. Then solve the equation to find the number of miles when the cost is the same, and specify what this cost is. 8.EE.7, 8.EE.7b True 7
A Montpelier Jackson Cheyenne Augusta Think Smart for SBAC _1 population of Jackson. 311 Jackson, Montpelier, Mississippi Vermont Times the population is about 310 Cheyenne, wyoming the number line shows four points marked A, B, C and D. Select whether each sentence is true or false. 8.NS.2 Montpelier People of Montpelier. Population
population (approx.) City Table shows the approximate populations of four capitals of the United States. Write the right city to make every statement true. 8.EE.1 30/10/14 2:34 PM 017-018_SBAC_A_C3_CD18_793945.indd 18 17 Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission is granted to reproduce to the classroom 30/10/14 2:34 Countdown:
18 Weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 174 Course 3 • Countdown ___ feet long. 8.NS.1 PERIOD ___ 2 5 2.5 3.5 4 2 seconds Course 3 • Countdown • 17 weeks Part B: To the nearest second, how long did it take the rock to fall? 1.5 20 5. 4. 3. Suva Manila Bangkok Tokyo Beijing 1.32 ×
107 Tokyo, Japan False Both landscapers charge the same amount for a 5-hour job. The equation 45.5 x + 15 = 20.5 x + 20 can be solved to find the number of hours when the total cost is the same to hire either landscaper. For 6 hours of work, Deborah charges less. For 2 hours of work, Angelo charges more. Course 3 • Countdown • 17 weeks True
Angelo and Deborah are landscapers. Angelo charges $45.50 for each job plus $15 an hour. Deborah charges $20.50 for each job plus $20 an hour. Select whether each sentence is true or false. 8.EE.7, 8.EE.7b No. Sample answer: 24 inches = 2 ft, and the cube root of 8 is 2. The side length of the storage box is the cubeer of 10, and the cubeer of 10 is
greater than the cubeer of 8 or 2. So the storage cube has a height greater than 2 ft. It won't be true. In the actual test, you may be prompted to drag the city names into the spaces in the table. In this book, you will be asked to write in the table instead. Think Smart for SBAC 1.65 × 106 8.44 × 105 2.02 × 107 Suva, Fiji 8.25 × 106 Beijing, China Manila,
Philippines Population in 2012 City Bangkok, Thailand Anju bought a cube storage cube that has a volume of 1 cubic foot. She wants to put it on a shelf on her wall that is 24 inches below the ceiling. Will the cube fit? Explain your reasoning. 8.EE.2 Largest population Minimum population City Bangkok Beijing Manila Suva Tokyo Population of five Asian
capitals is shown in the table. Order cities from at least to largest population. 8.EE.3, 8.EE.4 30/10/14 2:35 PM 019-020_SBAC_A_C3_CD17_793945.indd 20 19 On the actual test you may be asked to use a keyboard with mathematical symbols to enter the answer. In this book you will be asked to write in the space provided. Part A: Graph on the number
line a point that is an estimate of the time it takes the rock to fall to the ground. 1 SCORE Think smartly for the SBAC Formula t = represents the time in seconds when a 16 object to fall from a height of h feet. A rock has fallen from an altitude of 80 feet. 8.NS.2 √_h ___ real number, but it is no longer irrational. Since 49 is a perfect square, and the square root
of 49 equals 7, the number is now an integer, a rational number, a whole number and a natural number. Part B: Change one digit in √40 to another digit so that the number belongs to another set of numbers. Explain why changing this digit changes the sets to which the number belongs. ___ Test response: √49 ; The number is still a natural whole irrational
rational integer real part A: Select all the sets of numbers to which √40 belong. The diagonal of a rectangular floor is DATO Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission is granted to reproduce to the Classroom Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 019-
020_SBAC_A_C3_CD17_793945.indd 19. 2. 1. ___ √40 Countdown: 17 weeks NAME 30/10/14 14 2:35 Countdown: 17 weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. Course 3 • Countdown 175 2. 1. PERIOD 3 2 4.5 5.5 28 6 36 6.5 7 The circumference of a circular pie pan is 6π, or 18.8495559...,
inches. Amy calculates __ that each side of a square measures 2√9 inches. The depth of a shark with respect to the surface of the water is -115.5 meters. The length of a band is 23,083 centimeters. Irrational SCORE Course 3 • Countdown • 16 weeks Rational Select whether the number in each situation is rational or irrational. 8.NS.1 5 ft Part B: Find the
estimated radius of the circular fountain to the nearest foot. 4 25 Part A: Use a number line to estimate the radius value. Plot the square roots of the perfect squares between which radius is located. the equation _A = r . The area of the fountain is 84 square meters. 8.NS.2 DATE Radius of a circular fountain with area A can be approximated by solving
Countdown: 16 Weeks NAME 021-022_SBAC_A_C3_CD16_793945.indd 21 Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 22 5. 4. 3. 45 30 3 40 4 50 5 times larger 5 The population of the entire United States is around than the population of the Midwest alone. Countdown course 3 • Countdown • 16
weeks larger than the 3 2 3.1 × 108 7.2 × 107 Vestalendre (All) 1.1 × 108 6.7 × 107 South 5.5 × 107 Northeast West U.S. Region Populations across the United States are about than the population of the South alone. The people of the south are about the people of the North East. 20 2 Table shows the number of people living in the United States and in each
region of the country according to the 2010 census. Type the correct number to make each sentence true. 8.EE.3, 8.EE.4 The slope is the unit speed or his speed. Arturo operates a 45 miles per hour. Slope: Population (approx.) On the actual test you may be asked to click on all the correct answer choices. In this book you will be asked to shade a box next
to each correct answer selection. Think Smart for SBAC Arturo runs to a hotel. After 3 hours of driving, he is 135 miles from home. After 5 hours of driving, he is 225 miles from home. Arturo graphs its distance in terms of time as a line. What is the slope of the line? What does the slope tell us about Arturo's speed? 8.EE.5 10x + 4 + x = 4 + 11x - 1 2 - (7x - 1)
= 5x - 1 -3(5x + 3) = -15x - 9 6x - (x - 2) = 5x - 2 5x - 1 - 2x = 3x - 7 Select all the equations, who has no real solution. 8.EE.7, 8.EE.7a 30/10/14 10:50 021-022_SBAC_A_C3_CD16_793945.indd 22 21 Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission is granted to reproduce for the classroom 30/10/14 10:50 Countdown: 16 Weeks Copyright ©
McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. Course 3 • Countdown y Hours 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 x 3 4 2 4 5 2 7 6 y Course 3 • Countdown • 15 weeks Test response is available in the tables. For the non-linear function, all numbers can be written except 8 and 9 consecutively. Example explanation: The linear function
can be written as y = x + 2, which is in form y = mx + b. The non-linear function cannot be written in linear form, and the points are not on a straight line when they are graphed. 3 3 1 1 2 2 0 x Non-linear function y x Linear function Type y values for the blank cells in each table to create a linear function and function. Explain how you know your function is
linear or nonlinear. 8.F.3 6; Amy charges $6 an hour to babysit. 24 5. 4. 3. y = 7.5 x _____ 2 21 _ of its hours, 1 60 _ 15 _ 7,5 _ = = = 8 Costs ($), y 7,5; Sample answer: 8 60 2 15 Weight (lb), x 50 Kurt 41.4 41.6 41.8 Tasha 42 42.2 42.4 42.4 06 42.8 43 Janina 3 6 15 4 5 Course 3 • Countdown • 15 weeks 33 mad Part B: How many litres of water is in the
pool 11 minutes after Ariel starts to fill it? 9 12 3 1 2 Time ago filling of water in pool (gal) Started (min) Part A: Complete the table to show the number of liters of water in the pool several minutes after Ariel starts to fill it. Ariel fills a swimming pool. Three litres of water flows into the pool every minute. 8.F.4 41 41.2 Elias and Tasha have completed 7 of his
hours. Plot points on the number line to represent the number of hours of community service each club member has completed. 8.NS.1 _3 Elias has completed √ 1,681 hours, Janina has completed Each member of the service club must complete 100 hours of community service during the year. So far, Kurt has completed 41.5% of his hours, Equation:
Constant Proportionality: The table shows the cost of buying different amounts of turkey. The total cost is a direct change in the number of pound purchased. Find the principle of proportionality constantly and show how you found the answer. Then type an equation in y = mx form to represent the situation. 8.F.4 30/10/14 10:59 AM 023-
024_SBAC_A_C3_CD15_793945.indd 24 23 On the actual test, you may be asked to click the buttons to plot points and graph a line. In this book you will be asked to draw points and the line on the graph. Think Smart for SBAC 36 30 5 6 18 24 4 12 3 Charge ($) 2 SCORE Number of hours period Part B: What is the constant rate of change? What does that
mean? O 40 36 32 28 24 20 16 12 8 4 Part A: Graph the points on the coordinate plane and connect them with a straight line. Amy charges an hourly fee for every hour she's babysitting. The table shows how much Amy charges for different hours. 8.EE.5 DATE Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission is granted to reproduce to the
Classroom Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 023-024_SBAC_A_C3_CD15_793945.indd 23 2. 1. Charge ($) 176 Countdown: 15 weeks NAME 12 90 30/10/14 10:59 Countdown: 15 weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 177
Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. DATE PERIOD (4, 12) O1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 y x y-intercept slope 0.10 of $! 40 60 80 x 26 5. 4. 3. A 8.5 False B D 9 ___ The coordinate of point D is less than √77 !. ___ The value of! √72 is between point B and point C. ___ The value of! √70 is to the left of point
A. C-! 3 = ! 1 ! 21 0.5 60 0 1.5 28 1 48 2 0 Countdown course 3 • Countdown • 14 weeks 2s Part C: How long does it take for the penny to reach the lake? Part B: The graph function on the coordinate plane. Height (ft), h 64 Part A: Complete the value table below. Time (s), t 0 72 64 56 48 40 32 24 16 8 1 h 3 Time (s) 2 6 126 3 63 A test answer is shown.
The height of a crown dropped from a 64-foot-tall bridge is modeled by the function h = -16t2 + 64, where t is the time in seconds and h is the height of the penny above the lake. 8.F.1, 8.F.3 y = 21x 6 126 – ! 63 equation: ! Slope:! The table shows how long a motorboat Time (h), x has been travelling and the distance it has travelled. Distance (mi), y The total
distance travelled is a direct variation of the number of hours. Type numbers in the rooms to find the slope. Then type the equation in y = mx form to represent the situation. 8.F.4 True 8 This number line shows four points named A, B, C, and D. Select whether each sentence is true or false. 8.NS.2 05/11/14 5:42 PM 025-
026_SBAC_A_C3_CD14_793945.indd 26 25 100 Number of copies Made y 20 On the actual test, you may be asked to click buttons for graph lines and plot points. In this book, you will be asked to draw lines and points on a coordinate plane. Course 3 • Countdown • 14 weeks the amount on the card reduces the slope each time a copy is created. shows
the original amount on the card in dollars. y-intercept!. 0 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 10 x-cutting 100 -0.10 -0.20 !. Y-intercept is 20 10 -0.10 0.20 -10 The slope is 0.10 -20 Grafen shows the amount in dollars left on a company's copy card after the card has been used to make different numbers of copies. Type a number or word to fill out the statements. 8.F.4 (4, 12)
Xavier sold 4 ads and Yeardley sold 12 ads. SCORE Think Smart for SBAC Part B: What is the solution to the system of equations? What does the solution represent? -4 -1 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 Part A: Graph the equations on the coordinate plane. Cut the intersection. Yeardley sold 3 times as many ads for the yearbook as Xavier. Xavier sold eight fewer ads
than Yeardley. The number of ads sold by each student can be represented by this system of equations: y = 3x and y = x + 8. 8.EE.8, 8.EE.8b, 8.EE.8c 025-026_SBAC_A_C3_CD14_793945.indd 25 2. 1. Countdown: 14 Weeks NAME Amount left on Card ($) Course 3 • Countdown Height (ft) Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission is
granted to reproduce to the classroom 9 4 189 t 05/11/14 5:42 Countdown PM: 14 Weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Training. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. Course 3 • Countdown 1 2.20 3 5 4 10 False Cost of using a computer for 55 minutes is $13.00. The cost of using a computer for 45 minutes is $9.00. The cost increases at
a rate of $0.50 for every 1 minute the computer is used. The fixed fee for internet use is $2.00. 5 15 ! Segment C Ira stops at a diner for a sandwich. Ira begins to walk from her home to her grandmother's house. Ira leaves the diner and goes to her grandmother's house. Segment B Segment A Segment C Time (min) Course 3 • Countdown • 13 weeks Ira
visits her grandmother. Segment D B C D 27 28 5. 4. 3. 87.2 87.4 87.6 87.8 87 88 Elena 88.2 88.4 88.6 88.8 Isaiah 89 9 18 27 36 45 1 Course 3 • Countdown • 13 weeks 64 times; 29 ÷ 23 = 29 - 3 = 26 = 64 An insect called a froghopper is 23 millimeters long and jumps 29 millimeters high. About how many times its body length jumped the frog jump?
Explain your reasoning. 8.EE.1 $126 Part C: How much would Jayla charge for making 14 hair ties for a wedding? Part B: Use the coordinate plane to express the relationship as a graph. 5 4 3 2 Total Charge ($) Hair Bands Made 0 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 Part A: Complete table of ordered pairs to show the total amount Jayla charges for making
different number of hair ties. Jayla charges $9 for each hair band she does. 8.F.1 Hector Abby points to the number line to represent each student's score. 8.NS.1 9 Hair Bands Made 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 87 _ of total points, 100 8 Isaiah earned √7,774 points, and Elena earned _ of the total number of points. Range _____ Earned a score of 87.5%, Abby
earned Mr. Okoro gave his students a task that was worth 100 points. 05/11/14 5:43027-028_SBAC_A_C3_CD13_793945.indd PM 28 E On the actual test you may be asked to click on the appropriate box for each sentence. In this book you will be asked to shade the boxes instead. Ira goes from her grandmother's house to her home. A SCORE Think
Smart for SBAC Segment E! Segment E ! Segment B Segment D Segment A Graph shows Ira's activities on his way to his grandmother's house and home again on Thursday. Type the segment that corresponds to each sentence. 8.F.5 True Choose whether each sentence is true or false. Total cost ($), y Time (min), x The cost of using a computer at an
Internet café includes a fixed fee plus a cost per minute of use as shown in the table. 8.F.4 PERIOD Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission is granted to reproduce to the Classroom Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 027-028_SBAC_A_C3_CD13_793945.indd 27 2. 1.
Countdown: 13 Weeks DATE Distance from Home 178 Total Charge ($) NAME 11/25/14 4:46 Countdown: 13 Weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. Course 3 • Countdown 179 2. 1. DATE PERIOD 3 6,200 1 5,400 7,000 5 7,800 7 4 7 11.5 0 4 10 −3 y 3x nonlinear !−3 3 nonlinear !y = -5x2
linear _ y _ Course 3 • Countdown • 12 weeks _ Sample answer: I will square the variable x in 1 1 equation y = - x - 2 to change it to y = - x2 - 2. The 2 2 equation now will represent a non-linear function. non-linear days since upload x 30 5. 4. 3. 2 √_A3 . A circular worktop has an area of 42 feet. 8.NS.2 2.5 9 3 3.5 16 4 5 25 located between 4.5 ___ On the
actual test, you may be asked to use a keyboard with mathematical symbols to enter the answer. In this book you will be asked to write in the space provided. Think Smart for SBAC Lake Superior. The Caspian Sea is larger than the area square kilometers. 4 8 16 14 12 There were 15 litres of water in the tank after 10 minutes. There were 19 liters of water
in the tank after 1 minute. The amount of water in the tank drops at a rate of 0.5 gallons every minute. The original amount of water in the tank was 0 gallons. 18 Countdown course 3 • Countdown • 12 weeks false volume (gal) True 0 20 Time (min) An aquarium full of water is emptied so it can be cleaned. The table shows how the amount of water in the tank
changes over time. Select whether each sentence is true or false. 8.F.4 288,600 or 2,886 × 105 The difference in the area of the two lakes is the Caspian Sea, has an area of 371,000 square kilometers. Lake Superior has an area of 8.24 × 104 square kilometers. Complete each sentence to make a true statement. 8.EE.4 √14 is closer to √ 16 4 ft; Sample
response: __ end is to √9, so the radius is closer to 4. ___ Part B: What is the estimated radius of the tabletop to the nearest foot? Explain how you found your answer. ___ √14 . It is __ radius is ___ √9 = 3 and √16 = 4. 2 4 Part A: Use the number line to estimate the radius of the tabletop. Which square root is the radius? Between which two points
representing the square roots of perfect squares is the radius located? r= Radius of a circle with area A can be approximated using the formula __ 30 17/11/14 3:55029-030_SBAC_A_C3_CD12_793945.indd PM 29 1 2 3 4 4 4 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 0000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 !y = - x - 2 2 10 9 8 7 6 4 3 2 1 0 SCORE Quentin's Video Part B: Choose a linear function above. Describe how you can change the representation of the linear function to make it nonlinear. linear -2 2.5 –8 –2 y x Part A: Type the type of function represented. 8.F.3 Different types of
functions have different characteristics. 8200 Part B: The pattern shown in the graph continues. How many likes will Quentin's video have by the end of the 8th? Part A: Graph the points on the coordinate plane to show the relationship. Days ago Upload Total Number of Likes Total Number of Likes (thousands) Quentin posted a video of his kitten on a site.
The table shows the total number of likes his video had received at the end of each day over the course of a week. 8.F.4 Countdown: 12 weeks NAME 029-030_SBAC_A_C3_CD12_793945.indd 29 Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission is
granted to reproduce to the classroom 17/11/14 3:55 Countdown: 12 Weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. Course 3 • Countdown ! Section C Diondre starts his bike ride and picks up speed as he continues to ride. Diondre increases his speed at a constant speed until he reaches his fastest
speed. Diondre slows down his speed steadily until he comes to a stop. After increasing its speed gradually, Diondre rides at a comfortable and constant speed for a time. Section A Section C Section B A $50 $100 → f (x) = 0.8x - 5 → $55 $15 Output D: $75 Output C: Output B: $35 Output A: 2 10 + 012.5h Cost for this number of hours: h = Equation: $35 =
5 + 15h B Time C SCORE D Course 3 • Countdown • 11 Weeks Kayak World charges $10 to rent a spray skirt all day plus $12.50 an hour to rent a kayak. BoatLand charges $5 to rent a spray skirt all day plus $15 an hour to rent a kayak. Type an equation to find h, the number of hours when the total cost is the same at both rental locations. Then solve the
equation and specify what the cost is when it is the same. 8.EE.7, 8.EE.7b Input D: Input C: $25 Input B: Input A: $75 A clothing store has a 20% discount sale. Renata has a coupon for $5 off. The f(x) = 0.8 x – 5 represents the final cost after the discount and coupon are applied by an item priced at x dollars. Complete the function machine for posts A, B, C
and D. 8.F.1, 8.F.4 Diondre travels at its fastest speed during the trip. Section D ! Section E ! Section B ! Section D Section A Diondre goes for a bike ride. The graph represents Diondre's speed during the trip. Type the appropriate section of the graph for each description of Diondre's trip. 8.F.5 PERIOD 31 32 5. 4. 9 False 9.5 C ___ D 10 The coordinates of
point D are less than √94 !. ___ The value of √90 is between point B and point C. ___ The value of √82 is to the left of point A. B slope 7,5 slope x-intercept!. Course 3 • Countdown • 11 weeks 50 pages a day. shows that the number of pages that still show the original number of pages 375 y-intercept!. The Y-intercept is 375-25 to be read by the y-intercept to
be read. –50 50 25 The slope is –50-375 Part B: Type a number or word to complete each sentence. Part A: Graph the equation on the coordinate plane. 0 y Number of days 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 Cleo's Read Rate 500 450 400 350 300 250 200 150 100 50 x On the actual test, you may be asked to click on the appropriate box for each statement. In this book
you will be asked to shade the boxes instead. Think Smart for SBAC Cleo just started reading a book that has 375 pages. She can read 50 pages in a day. The equation for the number of pages she has left to read is y = 375 - 50x, where x is the number of days she has read the book. 8.F.3, 8.F.4 True A This number line shows four points named A, B, C,
and D. Select whether each sentence is true or false. 8.NS.2 11/25/14 10:59 AM 031-032_SBAC_A_C3_CD11_793945.indd 32 E Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission is granted to reproduce for classroom Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 031-
032_SBAC_A_C3_CD11_793945.indd 31 3. 2. 1. Countdown: 11 weeks DATE Speed 180 pages back to read name 11/25/14 11:00 Count: 11 Weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. Course 3 • Countdown 181 Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use
in the classroom. DATE PERIOD 6 I. 9 IN. y (1, 2) (2, 8) (3, 18) 15 in. 34 5. 4. 36 36 y Time (h) 1 2 3 4 5 6 2: Intermediate speed 3: Slowest 1: Fastest countdown lane 3 • Countdown • 10 weeks y = 56x, where x is number of hours and y is distance in miles Brown family O 150 125 100 75 50 25 x 180 3 Martin family 45 150 2.5 Distance (mi) 0.75 Time (h)
Rodriguez family On the actual test, you may be asked to pull the expressions into the appropriate box. In this book you will be asked to write the terms instead. Think Smart for SBAC 3: Slowest 2: Midspeed 1: Fastest 25 25 _ yd _ ≈ 0.694. Three families track their distance as they travel to the band competition. Each family recorded the data in a different
form. Type the appropriate label to order families at speed from fastest to slowest. 8.F.4 No, Nelly is not correct; 25 i. = Zeke and Nelly are working in a lab for their physics class. They measure how far a car rolled after it left a ramp. Zeke measures 25 inches. Nelly says they can record .583 yards. Is Nelly right? Explain why or why not. 8.NS.1 34 25/11/14
12:10033-034_SBAC_A_C3_CD10_793945.indd PM 33 x (0, 0) O 1 2 3 4 5 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 SCORE Course 3 • Countdown • 10 weeks 7.5 times; Sample answer: The circumference of the Earth is 7,918 (3.14) ≈ 24,862.52 miles. In 1 second, the superhero travels 1.86 x 105 miles. Divide (1.86 x 105) ÷ 24,862.52 ≈ 7.5. Earth's diameter is 7,918
miles. A superhero can travel at the speed of light, 1.86 x 105 miles per second. About how many times can the superhero orbit the Earth at the equator in 1 second? Around to the nearest tenth. Adjust your answer. 8.EE.3, 8.EE.4 5.0 in. A pet spider is kept in a shoebox and sleeps in the lower left corner. She swipes a web from her sleeping corner and
moves along it to the upper left corner. To return to her sleeping corner, she goes down the edge of the box and across the bottom to the front left corner. How much further did she go on her return walk? Around to the nearest tenth of an inch. 8.G.7 The function is not linear. Example answer: The equation is not in shape y = mx + b because x is squared.
The items are not on a straight line. Part B: Is the function a linear function? Adjust your answer in two ways. Part A: Graph points for values of x from 0 to 3. The path of a kicked ball can be modeled by the equation y = 2x2. 8.F.3 033-034_SBAC_A_C3_CD10_793945.indd 33 3 2. 1. Countdown: 10 Weeks NAME Distance (mi) Copyright © The McGraw-Hill
Companies, Inc. Permission is granted to reproduce to the classroom 25/11/14 12:10 Countdown: 10 weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. Course 3 • Countdown period 5 Height (cm) 10 15 15 25 20 30 25 40 Number of toothpicks x 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 78° 102° angle between
Avenue Z and Elm St.: angle between Avenue Z and Oak St.: (3x - 12)° (2x + 2)° Avenue Z 36 5. 4. 3. a + + c = 1.50 350 c = 917 children 238 ! - 20 –! √ 55 ! Course 3 • Countdown • 9 weeks -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 - 55 √ 70 0 1 2 –! √ 20 3 ! 4 5 6 32 √ 32 7 8 70 9 10 y -2 -6 -4 -2 O 2 917 350 4 c a Graf figures at their approximate places on the number
line. 8.NS.2 Ben's line has a y-interception of 5. Ali's line has the right y-interception. 2 _1 . The Y intersection of graphene is -5, but Ali is right. Both have the correct slope, 25 . Ben says Ali the graph is of the function y = 2-1x – √ it is y - 5 = 0.5 x. Who's right? Explain your answer. 8.F.2 adults 112 Part B: How many children and adults attended the concert?
5.00 a Part A: Type the relevant numbers, symbols and variables to create a system of equations that would lead to finding the number of children and the number of adults at the concert. The middle school choir had an outdoor concert to raise money for a field trip. Attendance was 350 people. A child's ticket costs $1.50, and an adult ticket costs $5.00. The
choir earned a total of $917. 8.EE.8, 8.EE.8b, 8.EE.8c 25/11/14 11:22 AM 035-036_SBAC_A_C3_CD09_793945.indd 36 35 Oak Street Elm Street On the actual test, you may be asked to click a button to plot points. In this book you will be asked to draw the points on the coordinate plane. Course 3 • Countdown • 9 weeks Elm Street and Oak Street are
parallel. Avenue Z crosses each of them. The urban planner must find the measurements of the angles of each intersection. Find the measurements of the marked angles. 8.G.5 SCORE Think Smart for SBAC 30 45 The dataset has a positive linear mapping. There are no clusters or deviant values. Part B: Describe the patterns you see in the data. O 50 45
40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 y Part A: Use the data in the table to construct a point plot on the coordinate plane. 5 Number of toothpicks Students build towers using marshmallows and toothpicks. They record the number of toothpicks used for the tower at different heights. 8.SP.1 DATE Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission is granted to
reproduce to the Classroom Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 035-036_SBAC_A_C3_CD09_793945.indd 35 2. 1. Height (cm) 182 Countdown: 9 weeks NAME 4 + 6 1.50 8 - 10 x 5.00 25/11/14 11:22 Countdown: 9 weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce
for use in the classroom. Course 3 • Countdown 183 Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. DATE Division Property Equality Simplify. CB • CD ED • AB _ _ = CB ED _ _ = AB y 2 C B 4 6 SCORE 8 Course 3 • Countdown • 8 weeks 45.8 ft longer; Example answer: Add length and width: 120 + 60 =
180 ft. Find the length of the diagonal by solving d2 = 1202 + 602 to get d ≈ 134.2 ft. Drag: 180 – 134.2 = 45.8 feet. There is a tennis court with a length of 20 meters and a width of 20 feet. For warm-up, a player runs along the diagonal of the course from one corner to the other. His partner runs the length and width of the right to the opposite corner. How
much longer did the partner run? Explain your answer. Around to the nearest tenth. 8.G.7 Test response: The slope between two points on a non-vertical line is the same. Part C: What conclusion can they draw from the work of Part B? CD CD • AB • AB Find the cross products. AB ED • AB = CB • CD CB Similar sides of similar triangles are proportional. An
O 2 4 6 8 10 PERIOD CD ED _ _ = Part B: Compare the increase to driving for each of the triangles. Type the reason next to each step of the solution. Test response: ∠ABC ∠CDE and ∠BCA ∠DEC so that the triangles are similar to the angular angularity. Part A: Show that the slope triangles are similar. Triangles ABC and CDE are slope triangles. 8.EE.6
037-038_SBAC_A_C3_CD08_793945.indd 37 2. 1. Countdown: 8 weeks NAME 10 x 38 5. 4. A 40 15 50 30 60 45 70 75 90 90 0 20 40 60 80 100 y Countdown course 3 • Countdown • 8 weeks The area of the garden is 8 times larger than the original. C′ is located on (-8, -20). B' is located on (-1, 0.75). A′ is located on (10, 6). The perimeter of the garden is



4 times the original perimeter. Roberta plots coordinate to represent the corners of her garden: A (2.5, 1.5), B(-4, 3) and C(-2, –5). She decides to quadruple the length of each side using the origin as the center of the expansion of her garden. Select all statements that are true for the new coordinates. 8.G.3 20 B 60 80 Time (min) 40 Gang C 100 x D On the
actual test, you may be asked to click on all the correct answer choices. In this book you will be asked to shade a box next to each correct answer selection. Think Smart for SBAC y = 0.5 x + 30; Example answer: The data points are much closer to the line y = 0.5 x + 30 than they are to the line y = x + 40, making the first equation a better model of the data.
Part B: Would the equation y = x + 40 or the equation y = 0.5 x + 30 better model data? Explain. Part A: Construct a point plot of the data. Water height (cm) Time (min) Every 15 minutes The data is displayed in the table. 8.SP.2 The student is never more than 6 meters from the ground. The student brakes as he reaches the top of the ladder. The student
pauses at the top of the slide before sliding down. The student slides faster at the top of the slide than at the bottom. The student reaches the bottom of the slide on D. A student climbs the ladder of a slide and slides down. Select all statements represented by the graph. 8.F.5 38 11/25/14 12:02037-038_SBAC_A_C3_CD08_793945.indd PM 37 D E 3.
Distance From Ground Water Height (cm) Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission is granted to reproduce to the classroom 11/19/14 5:14 Countdown: 8 Weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. Course 3 • Countdown 68; His heart rate is 68 bpm before he runs. 4; For every
minute he runs, his heart rate increases by 4 beats per minute. 45° B 102° y = 3.5 x + 4; The slope represents the average price of a book, $3.50. The Y interception represents to 40 kr. Members of a book club pay lower prices for individual books and a fixed shipping price. A member graphs how much she spends and draws a line of best fit. Write an
equation for the line that fits best. What does the slope represent? What does the y-wiretap represent? 8.SP.3 33° 45° x D 40 5. 4. A sample bar appears to fit best. -8 Course 3 • Countdown • 7 weeks test response: y = -50x + 500; 500 CDs in 2008 because it is y-tapping, representing 0 years since 2008; 100 CDs in 2016, because 2016 is 8 years after
2008, so replace 8 for x in the equation and solve for y. Part B: Write the equation of the line of best fit. According to the model, how many CDs were sold in 2008? Predict how many CDs will be sold in 2016. Adjust your answer. Part A: Draw a line of best fit. The choir began selling CDs of their concerts as a fundraiser in 2008. The table shows the number
of CDs sold each year. 8.SP.2 A(4, –4), B(-4, –7) and C(-3, –1); The y-coordinate of the reflection is the opposite of the original y coordinate, while the x coordinates are not changed. Part B: Type the coordinates of the nodes in the part you drew. Then describe the effects of a reflection on the x-axis on the coordinates. Part A: Draw the other part of the park.
One road divides the neighborhood park into two parts. Calvin plots a part in a coordinate plane. The displayed part of the park is a reflection on the x-axis in the other part. 8.G.3 11/19/14 5:14PM 039-040_SBAC_A_C3_CD07_793945.indd 40 39 Number of books purchased 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 F 108 108 010 C 84 4 E Pulse (bpm) Time (min) SCORE
Course 3 • Countdown • 7 weeks 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 0 y The measurement of the third angle in each triangle can be found by subtracting the sum of the given angles from 360º. At angle-angle similarity, 【ABC ∼ 【DEF. m∠E m∠B and m∠C m∠F As there are two corresponding congruent angles, A the third angles of the triangles must also be
congruent. 【ABC 【DEF of SAS Equality Worms. Carrie creates triangular pendants to be worn as necklaces. Two pendants appear. Choose all the statements that are true with respect to the commuters. 8.G.4 original value: change rate: Jeremy takes his heart rate (in beats per minute) after running on the treadmill for different periods. Locate and
describe the constant rate of change for this feature. Locate and describe the original value. 8.F.4 PERIOD Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission is granted to reproduce to the Classroom Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 039-040_SBAC_A_C3_CD07_793945.indd 39 3. 2.
1. Countdown: 7 weeks DATE Total cost ($) 184 -6 y 2 4 A′ 6 years Since 2008 x 8 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 -8 -4 -2 O 2 4 6 8 On the actual test, you may be asked to click a button for graph one In this book, you will be asked to draw the line in the coordinate plane. Think Smart for SBAC y -2 500 450 400 350 300 250 200 150 100 50 0 -4 C 'B' Number of CDs sold
name 11/19/14 5:14 Countdown: 7 weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. Course 3 • Countdown 2. 1. 3 Shipping costs ($) 5 2 6 4 8 5 10 8 True False -6 -4 y -2 -6 -4 -2 O 2 4 6 R S y 2 4 Q P Number of books x 185 42 5. 4. 3. -8 -4 -6 L Street -6 -6 -4 -2 O -2 y Countdown 6 L 8 6 N Street M P
Street 2 4 4 8 10 N x x on the actual test, you may be asked to use a keyboard with mathematical symbols to enter the answer. In this book you will be asked to write the answer in the space provided. 1; It represents that a piece of soap with volume 0 cm3 would have a mass of 1 g. The model does not work at this time because when the volume is 0, the
mass would be 0. Course 3 • Countdown • 6 weeks 2 R Think Smart to SBAC O 2 4 6 8 10 y Part B: What is y-intercept? What does it represent? Explain why the model does not work for very small amounts of soap. 1.25; For every 1 cm3 volume that a piece of soap has, its mass increases by 1.25 g. Part A: What is the slope of the line models data? What
does it represent? 4 S 2 -2 T M Street -4 Juan learns to make soap and studies its density. He uses a scatter plot to map his volume and mass. He models his data with the linear equation y = 1.25x + 1, where x is the amount of soap in cubic centimeters, and y is the mass of soap in grams. 8.SP.3 N Street and P Street must be parallel. N Street and P Street
have the same inclination as L Street and M Street. L Street and M Street can be mapped on N Street and P Street by a reflection across Main Street. A city is laid out, so L Street and M Street are parallel. L Street and N Street are perpendicular, as are M Street and P Street. Choose all the statements that are true about the streets of this city. 8.G.1 Sample
answer: Start with triangle LMN. Set the triangle up 3 units and 4 units back. Then turn the triangle 90º counterclockwise about the origin to map on the RST. Kali maps two flower beds in a coordinate plane. Use transformations to show that flower beds are congruent. 8.G.2 42 11/19/14 5:14041-042_SBAC_A_C3_CD06_793945.indd PM 41 6 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9
10 SCORE Course 3 • Countdown • 6 weeks PQRS and its image are congruent polygons. Square PQRS can also be mapped on P′Q′R′S' by translating it 5 units back. The image of point R is R′(-4, 1). The image of point Q is Q′(-1, 4). The image of point P is P′(-4, 4). A square table PQRS is mapped in a coordinate plan. The table rotates 270º clockwise
about the origin. Select whether each sentence is true or false. 8.G.3 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Period positive, linear attachment no outliers or clusters Part B: Interpret based on the shape of its distribution. Part A: Construct a point plot of the data. 1 Number of books Chloe has started a new business where she sends books to her clients. She records the
number of books sent in a box and the cost of sending the checkout for her first five orders. 8.SP.1 Countdown: 6 Week SHIPPING Costs ($) NAME Main Street 041-042_SBAC_A_C3_CD06_793945.indd 41 Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
Permission is granted to reproduce to the classroom 11/19/14 5:14 Countdown: 6 Weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 186 Course 3 • Countdown 48 Calories 95 0.3 49 0.5 62 0.3 98 0.7 28 0.9 0.2 AB can be mapped on CD by a rotation about the origin. AB can be mapped on CD with a
reflection and a translation. The image of point A reflected on the y-axis is D(5, 2). AB = CD 5, y+ 3 ) -4 A -2 -2 C -4 O E 2 4 -4 -2 O y C D B 2 2 2 Course 3 • Countdown • 5 weeks Test response: The triangles are congruent because a translation maps the »ABC on 【DEF, and images produced by a translation are congruent. (x, y) → x + ( Michael maps two
triangular farms on a coordinate plane. Write figures to describe the effects of the translation of 【ABC on 【DEF. What can you conclude about these triangles? Explain. 8.G.3 False 2 A y Fat (g) 0.4 0.6 0.8 True -4 y 4 B 0 100 90 80 70 60 40 30 20 10 SCORE AB and CD are depicted on a coordinate aircraft. Select whether each sentence is true or false.
8.G.1, 8.G.1a Sample answers: no correlation between the number of fat grams and the number of calories; no deviant values or clusters Part B: Describe any patterns in the data. Part A: Make a scatter plot of the data. 0.1 Apple Banana Kiwi Orange Pear Strawberry Fat (g) Fruit Abby collects data for her nutrition science fair project. She collects data on the
number of grams of fat and the number of calories in a serving of fruit. 8.SP.1 PERIOD 4 4 x D 44 5. 4. 14 18 32 On time 6 10 16 End of 20 28 48 Total Course 3 • Countdown • 5 weeks The triangles are the same. Part B: What conclusion can you draw about the triangles? Test response: 1) A rotation of 180° followed by a dilation with a scale factor of 2 or
2) A reflection on the x axis, a reflection on the y-axis and then a dilation with a scale factor of 2. Part A: Describe two sequences that can map the triangle ABC on the triangle DEF. They plot the characters on a coordinate level. 8.G.4 -8 F To find the total number of deceased guests, 32 are drawn from 48. There are 6 guests who are boys and are late. The
number of boys who are late is half the number of girls who are late. There are 4 more girls on time Boys. Part B: Select each valid valid Using the table in Part A. Total Girls Boys Part A: Fill in the two-way table to summarize the data. -6 -4 -2 y -4 B O A -2 D 2 4 E 6 8 2 C 4 x On the test itself, you may be asked to click on all the correct answer choices. In
this book you will be asked to shade a box next to each correct answer selection. Think Smart to SBAC Lucia invites 48 friends, including 20 boys, to a party. There are a total of 32 that were on time, and of those, 18 are girls. 8.SP.4 20/11/14 2:57 PM 043-044_SBAC_A_C3_CD05_793945.indd 44 43 F x 1 x Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
Permission is granted to reproduce to copyright classroom © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 043-044_SBAC_A_C3_CD05_793945.indd 43 3. 2. 1. Countdown: 5 Week DATE Calories NAME 20/11/14 2:57 Countdown: 5 Weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for
use in the classroom. Course 3 • Countdown 187 Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 2.5 80 4 100 3 90 1 90 0 70 75 1.5 True false -6 1 -6 -4 -2 O 2 4 6 3 H y 2 Time (h) 2 4 G F 4 6 5 46 5. 4. 3. 2 ft Countdown 3 • Countdown • 4 weeks –10; It costs her about $10 to make muffins every day. Part B:
What is y-eavesdropping? What does it represent? 3; The sale price for each muffin is $3. Part A: What is the slope of the line modeling L'Keisha profits? What does it represent? L'Keisha sells a selection of muffins every morning. She models her profits with the linear equation y = 3x - 10, where x is the number of muffins she sells and y is her profit. 8.SP.3
20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 0 -2 -4 -6 -8 -10 -12 y A scoop with a radius of 2.8 cm has the same volume as the cone. A large scoop with a radius of 3 cm melts, and 75.4 cm3 yogurt overflows and runs down the side of the cone. The cone flows over when a small scoop with a radius of 1.5 cm melts. The cone's height is 4 cm. A spherical scoop of frozen yogurt
is put on top of a cone. Suppose the yogurt melts and falls into the cone until the cone is full. Choose all the statements that are true about the frozen snack. Round all answers to the nearest tenth. 8.G.9 54 in., or 4.5 ft; Example answer: Change 2 ft to 24 in. Use the Pythagorean phrase: h2 = 182 + 242, h2 = 900, h = 30 i. Add: 30 + 24 = 54 in., or 4.5 ft. The
chart shows how a record broke during high winds. How high was the post originally? Explain your answer. 8.G.7 46 20/11/14 2:58045-046_SBAC_A_C3_CD04_793945.indd PM 45 On the actual test, you may be asked to click on the appropriate box for each statement. In this book you will be asked to shade in the boxes instead. x x Think Smart for SBAC -
2 y SCORE Course 3 • Countdown • 4 weeks -4 0 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 PERIOD A 90° rotation can be applied to triangle F′G′H' to get a triangle triangle Triangle FGH is congruent to triangle F′G′H'. The image of point H is H′(-2, 1). The image of point H is H′(1, –1). The image of point G is G′(1, 1). The image of point F is F′(0, -4). A triangular
placemat FGH is mapped on a coordinate plane. It is reflected across the x-axis and is then translated 2 units up and 3 units left to form F′G′H'. Select whether each sentence is true or false. 8.G.2 Test response: a positive linear attachment; no clusters or deviant values Part B: Describe any patterns in the data. Part A: Construct a point plot of the data.
Score Time (h) Bento surveys some of his friends. He records the number of hours they studied for a Spanish test and their score on the test. 8.SP.1 045-046_SBAC_A_C3_CD04_793945.indd 45 2. 1. Countdown: 4 Week DATE Score NAME Profit ($) Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission is granted to reproduce to the classroom 4 6 8
Number of Muffins 2 18 i. 10 x 5 cm 3 cm 20/11/14 2:58 Countdown: 4 Weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. Course 3 • Countdown 20 Value (Thousands of $) 13 1 9 4 8 5 7 8 0; The car had moved 0 meters after 0 seconds. Part B: What is y-eavesdropping? What does it represent? 1.5;
The car rolls 1.5 meters every second. 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 0 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 0 y y Time (s) 48 5. 4. 3. A sample line hours worked The smaller can cost about $0.13 per cubic inch. y This experiment would have different results with a rettrecan. The three angles of a triangle can be arranged at a straight angle. This diagram shows that the
sum of the measurements of the angles of a triangle is 180°. Course 3 • Countdown • 3 weeks False Leanna rips off the corners of a triangle and adjusts them as shown. Select whether each sentence is true or false. 8.G.5 True 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0 x On the actual test you may be asked to click on all the correct answer selections. In this book
you will be asked to shade a box next to each correct answer selection. Think Smart for SBAC Weeks work 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 The volume of the larger can is about 1.8 times the amount of the smaller can. The bigger can be better buy because it costs about $0.12 per cubic inch. The amount of the smaller can is about 22.1 cubic inch. Baked beans are
available in two cans of different sizes. One can have a diameter of 2.5 inches and a height of 4.5 inches and sells for $2.87. The other can have a diameter of 4.5 inches and a height of 2.5 inches and sells for $5.95. Choose all the right conclusions. 8.G.9 Sample answers: y = 10x; 10 hours a week because 10 is the slope of the line; 8 weeks; Substitute 80
for y and resolve to find x = 8. Part B: Write the equation of your line of best fit. How many hours does he work on average each week? Adjust your answer. After how many weeks will he worked 80 hours? Explain your answer. Part A: Draw a line of best fit. Appears. A waiter tracks the number of hours he is asked to work each week since he started his job.
The scatter plot shows the number of hours he worked. 8.SP.2 20/11/14 2:56 PM 047-048_SBAC_A_C3_CD03_793945.indd 48 47 x 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 years ago purchase 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 SCORE Course 3 • Countdown • 3 weeks Part A: What is the slope of the line models data? What does it represent? George conducts a scientific study as he
rolls a toy car down a ramp. He graphs his results. 8.SP.3 There is a negative non-linear association. Sample answer: The car's value drops very quickly at first and then slows down as the car gets older. Part B: Describe the association. Then type a statement that is supported by the data. Part A: Construct a point plot of the data. 0 years ago Purchase
Bruce records how his car written off over time. 8.SP.1 PERIOD Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission is granted to reproduce to the Classroom Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 047-048_SBAC_A_C3_CD03_793945.indd 47 2. Countdown: 3 weeks DATE Value
(Thousands of $) 188 Distance (m) NAME 20/11/14 2:56 Countdown: 3 Weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. Course 3 • Countdown 189 Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 2 Gas Used (gal) 3 90 6 140 9 200 True False -6 -4 y
80 y 2 4 Bus Barn 6 x 50 5. 4. 3. . Because the angle amount is + m∠3 = 180 ° because these 3 from each side to get m∠1 + m∠2 = m∠ 4 remote interior angles. Countdown 3 • Countdown • 2 weeks the Tigers played about 55% of the total number of games. The relative frequency of Tigers losing by row is 0.20 greater than the relative frequency of their
losing by column. 44 15 29 16 8 24 7 20 Total Tigers The relative frequency to win in the Lions' column is 0.45. The Tigers played four more games than the Lions. D 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 B 3 4 x Number of laps already run y 1 C 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 . A 2 Lions Part B: Select all the conclusions that are valid about the data. Two basketball teams
play a total of 44 games. No game can end in a draw. The Lions won 13 games. There were a total of 15 losses and the Tigers won twice as many games as losses they lost. 8.SP.4 Total Part A: Fill in the two-way table. Sample answer: y = 2x + 3; first round: 3 min, because it is y-intercept; 7 laps, replace 17 for y and solve for x. Part B: Write the equation of
your line of best fit. How fast can she run her first lap before she runs any other laps? After how many laps will it take her 14 minutes to run a lap? Adjust your answer. Part A: Draw a line that best fits A preview bar appears. How long it takes Carlita to run a lap depends on the number of laps she has already completed. 8.SP.2 of So, for any outside angle of a
triangle, its measure is equal to the second sum. Drag m∠ you can write an equation with these terms corresponding to each additional 180º. Sum m∠ 4 angles is m∠3 = The sum of the angles in a triangle is always the same: m∠1 + m∠2 + Complete the sentences. 8.G.5 11/24/14 11:58 AM 049-050_SBAC_A_C3_CD02_793945.indd 50 49 On the actual
test, you may be asked to click on the appropriate box for each statement. In this book you will be asked to shade in the boxes instead. Think Smart for SBAC -6 -4 -2 O 2 4 6 x 120 160 200 SCORE Distance (mi) -2 40 School 10 9 8 7 6 4 3 2 1 0 PERIOD Course 3 • Countdown • 2 weeks The exact distance between school and __ bus barn is √51 miles.
Buses can only run along the grid lines. The distance that the bus has to travel from school to the bus barn is almost twice as far that the school is from the barn along a straight line. The school is about 12 km from the bus stable. You can create a right triangle by adding a point of (2, –5) or (-3, 1). A map is displayed on a coordinate plane, with each square
representing a square kilometer. The school is located at (-3, -5). The bus barn is located on (2,1). Select whether each sentence is true or false. 8.G.8 a positive linear attachment; Test response: As the distance increases, more gas is used. Part B: What patterns do you see in the data? What conclusion can you draw? 8 180 Part A: Construct a scatter plot
of data. 50 Distance (mi) Yasmin records the number of miles driven and the number of gallons of gas used on her road trip. 8.SP.1 049-050_SBAC_A_C3_CD02_793945.indd 49 2. 1. Countdown: 2 Weeks DATE Gas Used (gal) NAME Time (min) Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission is given to reproduce to the classroom 11/24/14
11:58 Countdown: 2 weeks Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. Course 3 • Countdown 200 50 Plants 400 500 650 800 800 900 Years Since 2008, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 x A test line appears. Sample answer: y = 2x + 2; 2 trophies because it is y-interception, representing 0 years since 2008; 18 trophies
won; 2016 is 8 years after 2008, so vistat 8 for x in the equation and solve for y. x 200 400 600 800 1,000 SCORE Course 3 • Countdown • 1 week 52 5. 4. 3. Work (joules) 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 0 y False Total No award Award 44 25 31 56 11 33 • Countdown • 1 week There were fewer high school students who did not win than middle school students
who did not win. A third of middle school students win an award. Half of high school students win an award. 64% of students do not win in the competition. Part B: Select conclusion that applies to the data. Part A: Complete the two-way table. High School Middle School The bottom of the ladder with the extension is located 15 meters from the bottom of the
building. It will not reach higher than the original ladder, without extension of 10 meters away. Without the extension, the ladder will reach a window that is 24 meters above the ground. With the extension, the ladder can reach a window that is 28 meters above the ground. There are 100 students at a science fair; Forty-four are middle schoolers. Of the 36
students who win an award, 25 are in high school. 8.SP.4 True 64 100 36 Total Distance (cm) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 The bottom of a 25-foot ladder is located 10 meters from the bottom of the building it leans against. An extension can be pulled out to turn it into a 30-foot ladder. Select whether each sentence is true or false. Round answer to the nearest foot.
8.G.7 0; When there is no movement, there is no work to be done. Part B: What is y-eavesdropping? What does it represent? 3; For every 1 centimeter the object moves, 3 joules of work are required. Part A: What is the slope of the line that models the data? What does it represent? Abay is calculating the work required to move an object into a science lab.
She records her data in a graph. 8.SP.3 26/11/14 12:22051-052_SBAC_A_C3_CD01_793945.indd PM 52 51 On the actual test, you may be asked to click buttons to plot the line that fits best. In this book, you will be asked to draw the line on the coordinate plane. Think Smart for SBAC Number of seeds planted y part B: Write an equation of the line that fits
best. How many trophies were won in 2008? Predict how many trophies will be won in 2016. Adjust your answer. 0 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 y Part A: Draw a line of best suited on scatter plot. 0 200 400 600 800 1,000 PERIOD The dance team started going to competitions in 2008. The graph shows the number of trophies they have won each year. 8.SP.2 a
strong, positive linear mapping Part B: What pattern do you see in the data? Part A: Construct a point plot of the data. 300 100 Seeds Planted Juaquim planted wildflower seeds. He compared the number of seeds he planted in each bed to the number of plants that grew. 8.SP.1 DATE Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission is granted to
reproduce to the Classroom Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for use in the classroom. 051-052_SBAC_A_C3_CD01_793945.indd 51 2. 1. Countdown: 1 week Number of trophies Won 190 Number of Plants NAME x 26/11/14 12:22 Countdown: 1 week Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to
reproduce for use in the classroom. Use.
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